
PRODUCTION FEATURES 
Punch Up To 72,000 Sheets Per Hour* 

Auto Feeder Holds up to 2,500 Sheets 
of 20 lb. Paper 

 

Sheet Registration Prior to Punching  

Receding Stacker Delivery 

Punches Intermixed Stock weights; Tab 
Stock, Cover Stock (up to 160 lb. Index)  

 

Automatic Setup via Touchscreen  

Quick Punch Die Change  

Jam Detection & System Monitoring 
 

*Actual results will vary depending on number of sheets 
punched per lift (3-17 sheets) depending on stock type, stock 
weight and other variables such as sheet curl and static. 

SPIEL DigiPunch—Automatic Punch 
Production Sheet Punching for All Popular Mechanical Binding Methods  

AUTOMATION 
The Spiel Digipunch® is an economical high speed 
punch designed for short run binderies as well as  
digital and commercial printers. The machine allows 
for punching up to 72,000 sheets per hour! That's a big 
pile of paper for a small machine and a half million 
sheets per shift. 
The Spiel Digipunch® features a variable pile lift, which 
allows for slowing the machine down for difficult jobs, 
such as curled stock with static, or acetate (punched 
separately) or punch sheets with covers or tabs        
intermixed. 
A touch screen offers complete automatic set up and 
automatic changeovers. The touch screen takes the 
guesswork out of the maintenance cycle by prompting 
operators when it is time to lubricate or sharpen the 
die. Unlike many other machines, it is possible to run 
the machine in reverse to clear jam ups. 
Punch sheets from 4.5 X 5.5 inches to 12 X 14 inches 
for Plastic Coil, Double Loop Wire, Plastic Comb, Three 
Hole or any hole pattern. 

Smart Touchscreen Control 



SPIEL DigiPunch—Automatic Punch 

Minimum Sheet Size: 4-1/4” x 5-1/2” (5-1/2” punch side) 

Maximum Sheet Size: 12” x 14” (14” punch side)  

Paper Stock Weight: Up to 160 lb. Index  

Speed: Up to 60 strokes per minute 

Power: 115 volt AC / 2 amp  

Dimensions: 47” L x 30” W x 48” H 

Machine Weight: 510 lbs. 

Shipping Weight : 860 lbs. 
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Paper Stabber—stabs from 3 to 17 sheet sets 

Registration Table—front & rear stops 2 side guides 

Receding Stacker—punching stops with full stacker  

Punch Die—change in seconds or deactivate pins 

Mobile Steel Cart—convenient storage for 2 dies 

Waste Drawer—large capacity, easy slide out  

 

Imagine The Labor Savings; Punches up to 72,000 Sheets per Hour! 
Small and portable, the DigiPunch was designed for short run 
binderies, digital and commercial printers but is also ideal for 
in plant shops and on demand printers. 
 

TOUCH SCREEN CONTROL 
The Digipunch's touch screen guides you through the entire punching process. 
You choose the paper size from a variety of presets or enter a custom size. 
Choose how many sheets you want to punch 3 to 17 sheets per lift, punching less 
for stocks such as acetate. 
The computer will track the maintenance cycle of each die that is used, 
prompting when to lubricate or sharpen the die. It also prompts the operator 
when safety covers are open. The manual is contained in the touch screen  
computer with a variety of tips and tricks to make the operation of the machine 
quick and easy. 
 

QUICK CHANGE PUNCH DIES 
Changing a punch die is fast and easy; simply unlock, slide out, then slide in and lock.  The portable steel stand  
provides convenient storage of 2 additional dies.  Punch dies available for all popular mechanical binding methods. 
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Specifications are subject to change.  031017EH   

FEATURE HIGHLIGHTS 


